Oberlin College Fly-In Programs – Fall 2015

**Boston Fly-In**

Program Fee: $400.00

United Airlines – Boston/Logan (BOS) to Cleveland (CLE)
**Thursday, September 17, 2015:** Flight #4126 departs BOS 8:18AM; arrives CLE 10:23AM
**Friday, September 18, 2015:** Flight #3832 departs CLE 6:07PM; arrives BOS 7:51PM

**New York Fly-In #1**

Program Fee: $350.00

United Airlines – LaGuardia (LGA) to Cleveland (CLE)
**Thursday, September 17, 2015:** Flight #4120 departs LGA 8:27AM; arrives CLE 10:17AM
**Friday, September 18, 2015:** Flight #4314 departs CLE 5:55PM; arrives LGA 7:32PM

**Los Angeles Fly-In**

Program Fee: $495.00

United Airlines – Los Angeles (LAX) to Cleveland (CLE)
**Sunday, September 20, 2015:** Flight #467 departs LAX 8:25AM; arrives CLE 3:54PM
**Tuesday, September 22, 2015:** Flight #1903 departs CLE 6:47PM; arrives LAX 8:50PM

**San Francisco Fly-In**

Program Fee: $495.00

United Airlines – San Francisco (SFO) to Cleveland (CLE) (connecting flight in Denver on return)
**Sunday, September 20, 2015:** Flight #1950 departs SFO 1:00PM; arrives CLE 8:44PM
**Tuesday, September 22, 2015:** Flight #6208 departs CLE 11:35AM; arrives Denver (DEN) 12:53PM; Flight #1982 departs DEN 2:00PM; arrives SFO 3:35PM

**Chicago Fly-In**

Program Fee: $275.00

Southwest Airlines – Chicago Midway (MDW) to Cleveland (CLE)
**Thursday, September 24, 2015:** Flight #1039 departs MDW 9:40AM; arrives CLE 11:50AM
**Friday, September 25, 2015:** Flight #313 departs CLE 4:25PM; arrives MDW 4:40PM
**Mid-Atlantic/DC Area Fly-In**

Program Fee: $275.00

Southwest Airlines – Baltimore (BWI) to Cleveland (CLE)

**Thursday, September 24, 2015:** Flight #3233 departs BWI 9:25AM; arrives CLE 10:40AM  
**Friday, September 25, 2015:** Flight #665 departs CLE 2:20PM; arrives BWI 3:30PM

**New York Fly-In #2**

Program Fee: $350.00

United Airlines – LaGuardia (LGA) to Cleveland (CLE)

**Monday, September 28, 2015:** Flight #4120 departs LGA 8:15AM; arrives CLE 10:06AM  
**Tuesday, September 29, 2015:** Flight #4314 departs CLE 5:50PM; arrives LGA 7:29PM